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Chapter 2041 

Put down the spoon in his hand. 

Lin Mo was still a little touched by Bai Ruorong’s defense. 

Such a girl’s outlook was at the very least correct. 

“Miss Ruo Rong, you are still in the recovery period, so you should not be angry.” 

As Lin Mo’s words fell, Bai Ruorong also noticed her loss of temper. 

She obediently sat down. 

“I think you two have indeed misunderstood. 

I have only a doctor-patient relationship with Miss Bai.” 

Before he could finish his words, he sensed the slightly aggravated gaze beside him. 

“And of course it’s a friend relationship.” 

The condescending gaze disappeared. 

Lin Mo continued to speak. 

“I am originally a family man, for Miss Bai. 

I don’t have any unrequited thoughts. 

So you guys don’t need to hold such great hostility towards me.” 

Learning that Lin Mo actually had a family. 

The fork in Bai Ruorong’s hand visibly paused for a moment. 

He then hurriedly closed his eyes, his eyelashes shrugging, and did not say anything. 

But Lei ShaoTing was instantly excited. 

I didn’t expect that this Lin Mo was not much different from his own youth. 

But he already had a family. 

Of course it was good to have a family. 

No matter if Bai Ruorong had other feelings for him, Lin Mo. 

The moment this statement was made, it was a complete extinction of the slightest possibility. 

Then the opportunity for yourself is not here. 

The original masturbation of Lei Shaoting to this point was enough. 

He had even begun to suspect that Lin Mo might be afraid of his reputation as Lin Lei Shao. 



So he deliberately found such an excuse to admit defeat. 

Thinking of this, he was like a bunch of victorious male chickens. 

He couldn’t help but puff up his chest with pride. 

At this moment, because of Bai Ruorong’s anger, already Lin Mo’s ‘admission of defeat’. 

It had fallen into an awkward period of silence. 

Wasn’t this just the opportunity to show yourself? 

“wtinter!” 

After snapping his fingers, the waiter rushed forward. 

Pressing his ear, Lei ShaoTing whispered a few words. 

Waiting for the waiter to leave shortly after. 

In the midst of several people’s puzzled gazes, a huge piano was pushed out by the restaurant staff. 

It was moved all the way to the table where several people were. 

Only then were the wheel brakes fixed. 

“Young Master Lei, the piano you want is already here.” 

Nodding, Lei Shaoting stood up. 

After moving his shins, he sat down in front of the piano. 

With his ten fingers linked, his hands interlaced. 

The crisp sound of the piano filled the entire restaurant. 

And as his hands moved faster and faster. 

The piano music also became more and more rousing. 

Even the staff of Star Ocean Weiran were deeply engrossed in it for a while and could hardly extricate 

themselves. 

“Wow, young Lei is so handsome, I didn’t expect him to play the piano.” 

“Yes, with a solid family and many talents, this is the Prince Charming in my heart.” 

Such words naturally fell on Lei Shao-ting’s ears as well. 

And with such praise, he played even harder. 

The song was over! 

Applause erupted from all around. 

With a slight salute, he came to Bai Ruorong’s side. 



“Miss Ruo Rong, in terms of looks, talent and family, I am among the top ten in the capital. 

I am also counted among the top ten existences. 

I don’t know why you treat me so badly. 

But my heart for you is true!” 

After saying that, he took out the jewellery box in his arms. 

After opening it, Bai Shao’er’s eyes at the side instantly lit up. 

The Dreaming Millennium Agate Necklace, ah. 

On the bright side, the only one of the world’s top gemstone necklaces. 

Back then, it was bought by a secret tycoon at an auction for a sky-high price of 260 million dollars. 

Unexpectedly, it had appeared in Lei Shaoting’s hands. 

“Although the necklace is a dead item, I hope it can represent my heart. 

Take it and be my girlfriend, okay?” 

Although Lei ShaoTing had taken it out, he was definitely going to give it to RongRong. 

It was just that when Lei Shao said this. 

Bai Shou’er still couldn’t help but breathe tightly. 

Nor did she care that before, Bai Ruo Rong was angry with her. 

With an anxious face, she urged on. 

“RongRong, accept it. 

This is also a piece of Lei Shao’s heart. 

The only person who can give such an expensive gift is perhaps Lei Shao in the entire capital.” 

However, the person in question, Bai Ruorong, remained unmoved. 

At this moment, in her mind, she was still constantly echoing Lin Mo’s words. 

‘He already has a family!’ 

Chapter 2042 

“Sorry, I can’t accept such an expensive gift.” 

When Bai Ruorong gave a clear answer. 

Bai Shallow was sitting on pins and needles anxiously by the side, hating to help push it into place. 

As a good sister who had played with her since childhood. 

For Bai Ruorong’s character, she, Bai Shallow-er, naturally knew everything. 



Although somewhat introverted, she was an extremely stubborn girl. 

As long as she was determined to do something, it was hard for others to persuade her. 

Take Lin Mo for example. 

In fact, from the first meeting at Hui Chun Hall. 

Bai Shou’er knew that Bai Ruorong appreciated this kind of aloof and calm type. 

In addition, Lin Mo was a bit too handsome. 

Therefore, from the very beginning, she had been hostile towards Lin Mo. 

She felt some familiarity, mixed with a bit of rejection. 

She felt that the only thing Lin Mo lacked was the gracefulness of a rich family’s son. 

This alone was enough to exclude him from Rong Rong’s choice. 

However, to Bai Shaoer’s surprise. 

This unsuspecting Lin Mo actually had a way to cure Rong Rong. 

And from the conversation afterwards, she also sensed a hint of strange affection from Bai Ruo Rong. 

That’s why she tried to do everything she could to stop it. 

Was Lei Shaoting really a perfect match? 

Obviously not, even with all his flaws. 

But his family is well-off and generous. 

He was more than enough to serve as a transitional boyfriend to sidelining Lin Mo. 

As long as Bai Ruorong doesn’t fall deeper and deeper into Lin Mo, it’s all worth it. 

Opening her eyes, she looked at Lin Mo across from her. 

Bai Shou’er spoke up. 

“Mr. Lin, help persuade RongRong.” 

The words were already filled with a pleading tone. 

Lin Mo’s original intention of Bai Ruorong’s invitation was thinking of just exchanging a fling. 

By the way, from the other party’s mouth, he would learn some things about the capital. 

After all, the incident of the destruction of the Lin family back then, there might also be some people in 

the capital who were up to no good. 

It was always good to take advantage of this competition to get some more information. 

However, unexpectedly, such a simple meal had involved so many troublesome matters. 



This meal was a bit too bad. 

“Eh, why bother? 

If you really like Miss Bai Ruorong. 

Just be more sincere and frank. 

Using such underhanded tactics, as a man I look down on you.” 

For Lin Mo, Lei Shao Ting had a long-standing grudge. 

He didn’t expect that at this time, the other party would come to stir up trouble. 

Coupled with the fact that he had just been rejected again by Bai Ruorong, Lei Shao finally couldn’t hold 

his tongue anymore. 

“Surnamed Lin, what do you mean?” 

His face was dark, and his tone was cold. 

At the same time, the surrounding fighters who were originally onlookers. 

Once they saw that their own young master was angry, they also followed suit and became agitated. 

As soon as Lei ShaoTing gave the order, they would swarm over them. 

“Come on, we’re all men, there’s no need to be matronly. 

Besides, the dozen or so fighters you arranged outside can’t even help me. 

What do you think these few men alone can do.” 

With that, Lin Mo nodded disdainfully at the restless thugs around him. 

At the mention of this matter, Lei Shaoting became even more furious. 

“Mr. Lin, I hope to understand that you are in a position. 

This is the capital city, my territory you know?” 

With a threatening tone, he then slapped the Dream Millennium Agate Necklace on the table. 

“Do you know what this is? 

One of them snapped out is enough to earn you a lifetime. 

What qualifications do you have to talk nonsense here. 

You think you have some skills and you dare to be arrogant in front of me. 

Believe it or not, with just one word from me, I can make it difficult for you to move an inch in the 

capital!” 

Such a scene was already completely broken. 



Since his confession had failed, the other party’s attitude was already so clear. 

He, Lei Shaoting, also did not want to pretend anything more. 

With this behaviour, Bai Shao’er was also disappointed to the core. 

He knew that this Lei Shaoting had the backing of the Lei family behind him. 

Therefore, he acted in a radical and wild manner. 

But was the scene at hand a time for fighting? , , 

Pig teammate, can’t bring it! 

Chapter 2043 

Truth be told, this dreamy millennium agate necklace is truly beautiful. 

And it’s also frighteningly expensive. 

But if one were to evaluate it in terms of practicality, it was just a string of stones that looked better. 

“Lei ShaoTing, what are you trying to do?” 

Seeing the other party threaten Lin Mo with his words, Bai Ruorong stood up as soon as he could. 

With a strong sense of dissatisfaction, she asked back. 

As the person in question, Lin Mo did not care about Lei Shaoting’s words. 

It was just the barking of a disillusioned dog. 

He got up and tugged on Bai Ruorong’s arm. 

“Miss Ruo Rong, no harm, no harm. 

I didn’t expect to bring you, today, so much unnecessary trouble.” 

With that, he took out a wooden box from his arms. 

“As a compensation gift, this Fire Cloud Immortal Xia Lotus Lotus Seed will be considered as a small 

token of my appreciation.” 

Sure enough, he was a poor doctor. 

Giving a gift was all about some inexplicable things. 

Lotus seeds? Sending lotus seeds, how could you even think of that? 

Reading this, Lei ShaoTing couldn’t help but have a mocking expression on his face. 

However, when his gaze looked at the Bai family sisters, he was taken aback. 

What kind of gaze was that. 

Hot eyes, like a hungry wolf meeting a delicacy at the same time. 



If it was just Bai Shao’er, he was used to it. 

What puzzled him was that even Bai Ruo Rong, who had always been quiet and gentle, was visibly 

moved. 

It was just a lotus seed, was there a need to be so surprised? 

Of course, he could not be blamed for Lei Shaoting’s ignorance. 

This was something that the average male really didn’t know about. 

But it was a sacred object that all women dreamed of. 

For women in high society, it is like a simultaneous belief. 

The Fire Cloud Immortal Lotus. 

The most precious treasure of the Dunhuang clan. 

The lotus seeds are a miracle medicine for rejuvenation. 

And it is not for sale at Dunhuang. 

Only those who are very close to them are eligible to exchange for one or two of them at a high price. 

This is why there are legends and pictures of it all over the internet. 

But only a few people have ever seen one in the flesh. 

But this still does not stop many women from wanting the lotus seeds of the Firecloud Xianxia Lotus. 

The market is full of requests for information. 

There were even people who offered a quadrangle in the ancient city in exchange for a hundred year old 

lotus seed. 

And the one Lin Mo offered was a thousand year old one. 

This was no longer an existence that could be measured in terms of price. 

“No, no, no, Mr. Lin, this item is too valuable. 

I cannot accept it.” 

After shaking his head in panic, Bai Ruo Rong added another sentence. 

“You might as well keep it and give it to your family’s madam to take!” 

When she said this, her complexion visibly darkened. 

On the side, Bai Shou’er made looked at her eyes and was anxious in her heart. 

This elm head, ah, how many people dreamed of this, and you still refused it. 

Of course, in the face of Lei Shaoting’s dream Millennium Agate Necklace she could still persuade a little. 



But this thousand-year Fire Cloud Xianxia Lotus Seed. 

It was so precious that even she didn’t dare to open her mouth and say something. 

“No harm, no harm. 

Since you understand this item, you should also understand. 

The shelf life of this thing is too short. 

And as you should also know, this thing is too chicken-hearted for us males.” 

Having said that, Lin Mo then shoved the pill box into Bai Ruorong’s hand. 

“If you don’t take it, it won’t take more than a few days for this thing to dissipate its aura. 

It will be completely ineffective by then. 

And you lotus seeds, for your deficient body, also have a strong healing effect.” 

It wasn’t that Lin Mo didn’t want to leave it to his wife, Xu Hanxia. 

Knowing that the fire cloud immortal haze lotus seeds had an extremely short shelf life. 

So the first time he got this item, Lin Mo contacted his wife and said that he would send it back to her. 

However, the reply he received was that his wife felt that she was naturally beautiful and she could not 

look at this item. 

You see, this is a human statement? 

She couldn’t even look at something that other people were begging for. 

Lin Mo had no choice but to keep it. 

Now the time was right for him to give it to Bai Rurong, a healer with a kind heart. 

After recovering from a serious illness, it would be very helpful for her to recover. 

“This ………” 

Although Lin Mo said so, Bai Ruorong was still unwilling to accept it. 

Chapter 2044 

Seeing that the words had come to this point, her good sister still did not accept it. 

The anxious Bai Shan’er’s hand started to shake. 

Can’t bear it, can’t bear to pull! 

“Eh ah, Rong Rong! 

Mr. Lin has said so, so you should accept it. 

Otherwise it would really be ruined, it’s too much of a waste.” 



After looking at her sisters, and then at Lin Mo’s smiling face. 

Only after hesitating again and again, did Bai Ruorong accept it with embarra*sment. 

“Thank you, Divine Doctor Lin!” 

“It’s no harm, it’s just some extraneous things. 

Also, Miss Ruo Rong, you must remember. 

You must not get angry until you are healed. 

Otherwise, there is a chance that your old illness will return, understand?” 

Blushing, Bai Ruorong nodded obediently. 

No contrast, no harm. 

Seeing this scene, Lei Shaoting’s face was so gloomy that water could drip out of it. 

The other party had refused to accept what he had given out, even though he had pushed and pushed. 

This Lin Mo, however, took out a lotus seed and half-refused to accept it. 

The naked man, he completely exploded. 

“Rong Rong, the Lei Bai two families have close interests. 

The only way for you to be with me is the best option. 

Don’t you understand?” 

Since his good words were in vain, Lei Shaoting simply laid out the family behind him. 

Attempting to crush the other party’s heart defences at once. 

However, he did not understand Bai Ruorong. 

She was a girl who ate soft but not hard, introverted but stubborn. 

“I’m done eating, and it’s getting late. 

Why don’t we go back first, Mr. Lin?” 

This place, she, Bai Ruorong, didn’t want to stay for a moment longer. 

“Fine! Let’s go back early. 

But this Fire Cloud Immortal Xia Lotus Lotus Seed, Miss Ruo Rong should take it now. 

Although there is a pill box to keep it sealed, the spiritual energy is evaporating all the time. 

A second later would be a waste.” 

Of course this was just an excuse for Lin Mo. 



The Fire Cloud Immortal Xia Lotus lotus seeds, being too precious, could easily be coveted by others 

together. 

So as long as it was taken in front of everyone, it would break the thoughts of others. 

After personally watching Bai Ruorong take it, Lin Mo then nodded his head and said. 

“Alright, let’s go.” 

As for, Lei Shao Ting at the side, the two people simply ignored with him. 

He was just like a jumping clown. 

“Asahier, what are you doing standing still? 

Let’s go back!” 

Not having taken a few steps, he saw Bai Shou’er still standing frozen in place. 

Bai Ruorong then turned around and shouted. 

“Okay, coming!” 

Conflict is conflict. 

Sisters are still good sisters. 

As soon as she jumped, Bai Shallow-er was able to catch up with Bai Rorong. 

She then intimately hugged the latter’s arm. 

The crowd’s figures disappeared. 

Only Lei ShaoTing was left alone, standing by the dining table with a gloomy face. 

“Young Lei, do you want us to do away with that Lin Mo?” 

Seeing his own young master in this state. 

The leader of the thugs who knew how to do so stepped forward and asked. 

After saying this, he made a neck-wiping motion. 

However, this thoughtful doggy act was only rewarded with a heavy slap. 

“You’re teaching me to do something? 

The dozen or so thugs you sent out couldn’t even help Lin Mo. 

What else do you want to be a demon?” 

If he didn’t know that Lin Mo was highly skilled, with those few words from his dining table. 

Lei ShaoTing would have sent a plate flying at his opponent’s face instead of threatening him with 

words. 



Naive, ah, couldn’t fight. 

And during the preparations for the Saint of Healing Competition, one wanted to do away with a 

participating divine doctor without a sound. 

Even the Nalan family couldn’t do it. 

Not to mention their Lei family. 

“By the way, the Fire Cloud Immortal Haze Lotus Seed they just said, what exactly is it?” 

Thinking back, just now the Bai family sisters had that soulful look. 

Lei ShaoTing asked curiously. 

At this moment, his men also hurriedly took out their mobile phones and began to look for information. 

Half a minute later, the phone was handed over. 

And a look at the jaw-dropping purchase price on the marketplace. 

Lei ShaoTing suddenly felt that the Fantasy Millennium Agate Necklace in his hand was so mediocre. 

“It’s hateful that such a divine object is wasted on Bai Ruo Rong.” 

Only then did he understand why Lin Mo had allowed Bai Ruorong to take it. 

If it had been obtained by him, Lei Shaoting, with this item, he would have been able to easily hook up 

with even the Nalan family. 

Now that the opportunity had been missed, Lei Shaoting gritted his teeth at the thought of this. 

Chapter 2045 

The first moment she got home, Bai Ruorong rushed into her room. 

“It’s so hot!” 

As soon as she agitated her palms, she turned on the air conditioning in the room. 

However, even though it had been turned up to sixteen degrees. 

However, even though the temperature had been turned up to sixteen degrees, the heat in her body 

was still not relieved in the slightest. 

Instead, it tended to intensify. 

“Rong Rong hold on, for the sake of health, for the sake of beauty, for the sake of Lin Mo’s piece of 

mind.” 

As soon as she heard Bai Rorong’s words, Bai Rorong was encouraged. 

The originally anxious eyes also turned steadfast. 

“Well! Turn on the air conditioning to warm air for me. 



Turn up the temperature to the highest! 

I want to maximise the effects of the Lotus Seeds of the Fire Cloud Xianxia Lotus.” 

“Ah, RongRong, that’s not good! 

This cold and hot, you can stand it, but I can’t.” 

Because Bai Ruo Rong, couldn’t stand the dry heat. 

The outer clothes had basically been taken off almost. 

In order to prevent going naked, the doors and windows were closed tightly at this time. 

Colder he, Bai Shallow, big deal, wrapped in a quilt. 

But switch to hot air. 

Who could stand it in this heat? 

However, her protest was dismissed outright. 

“Is it a good sister anymore, I don’t care, you have to stay with me.” 

After saying that, Bai Ruorong bailed out Bai Shou’er with one hand. 

“Ah, go away, you’re covered in sweat. 

I’m a girl who smells good.” 

“Whatever, whatever.” 

Perhaps people always meet some other people, or other things afterwards. 

Their personalities change slowly, just like Bai Ruo Rong. 

Just like Bai Shou’er. 

After a night of fighting. 

It was only in the latter part of the night that the effects of the thousand-year-old fire cloud immortal 

lotus seeds that Bai Ruorong had taken were exhausted. 

After washing the stains all over her body. 

She fell asleep when she was exhausted. 

The next day. 

The dazed Bai Qing’er was suddenly awakened by a sharp sound. 

As soon as she heard that it was RongRong’s voice, she, who was wearing her pajamas, rushed straight 

into Bai RuoRong’s room without saying a word. 

“RongRong, what’s wrong with you.” 



But when the door to the room was pushed open. 

The woman in front of her was so surprising that she almost couldn’t recognize her. 

“Are you really RongRong?” 

It was not that Bai Shaoer was exaggerating in her reaction. 

It was indeed that the medicinal effects of this Thousand Year Fire Cloud Immortal Xia Lotus Seed were 

frighteningly powerful. 

Although Bai Ruo Rong’s appearance was also at the top level. 

But because she was affected by the persistent disease of shortness of breath. 

The long years of taking medicine, coupled with the lack of vascularity. 

A large amount of toxins and impurities had accumulated in her body. 

It is for this reason that her body skin is fine, but her face also has many dark spots. 

Although they are not very noticeable and can be concealed with a light make-up. 

But after all, she was a young girl in her early twenties. 

Such blemishes, once you look in the mirror, are more than a little lumpy in your heart. 

Now, after the lotus seeds have been washed away, those disturbing dark spots on her face have not 

only dissipated. 

The skin of her entire body has even become as smooth and tender as a baby’s. 

What’s even more exasperating is that her breasts, which were originally flat and unexceptional, have 

now become exceptionally proud. 

Now they were unusually proud. 

The excess flesh between her belly and waist had also dissipated. 

She is a pavilion with an exquisite figure. 

Every smile, every movement is like a goddess. 

Such a posture is perfect. 

This appearance, looking at the side of Bai Shao’er, envious tears could not help but turn in the eyes. 

To be able to think that the Fire Cloud Immortal Xia Lotus Lotus Seed had this amazing efficacy. 

After all, the internet had all but blown it out of proportion. 

Now it seemed that those rumours were even somewhat derogatory in content. 

This wasn’t even a lotus seed, it was clearly an immortal medicine, right? 



Thinking of this, Bai Shaoer walked into the room, rummaging through it and asking questions over and 

over again. 

“RongRong, where is the pill box you put the lotus seeds of the Fire Cloud Immortal Xia Lotus in?” 

“It’s at the head of the bed, what do you need to take something for.” 

“I’ll see if there’s any more medicinal powder that has fallen off!” 

After picking up the pill box, he opened it. 

The inside of the pill box was cleaner than your face, there was no trace of any powder. 

“Wow, no way, you’re exaggerating like that.” 

Bai Shou’er, who was already sour, heard that Bai Ruorong was even daring to tease her. 

Instantly, she came to be angry! 

A haze of gloom flashed across her face. 

That Lin Mo, originally thought that the gift was fake and was afraid that he would see the flaw. 

Now it seemed that it was clear that he had let Bai Ruorong take it on the spot just to prevent her. 

D*mn it! 

“RongRong congratulations, you’re even more beautiful now.” 

Although her face was full of smiles, her heart was filled with endless resentment. 

Heh, good sisters? Such a divine medicine was even enjoyed by one person alone. 
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The backyard of Hui Chun Tang. 

After a simple tidy up. 

Lin Mo was ready to go out, today was the day he took the examination for his medical qualification. 

Inside the courtyard, a green shirt was standing quietly in the gazebo. 

As the most talented physician of this generation in the Hundred Herb Valley, Qing Changlou’s 

qualifications were one of the best among this group of people. 

One day after he had just arrived at Hui Chun Hall, he patiently listened to the young shamrock’s 

explanation. 

In the second half of the night alone, he finished eating through the secret recipe of the Reclamation 

Pill. 

Before dawn, he was alone in refining the Reclamation Pill. 

What’s more, he even transformed the Reclamation Pill. 



Although it was not successful, there was a clear direction for the development of a new medicine for 

throat cancer. 

And then. 

Then he let himself go completely. 

Everyone else was studying the pharmacology, deducing the elixir and preparing for the competition. 

Eh, he shall not! 

With his dual training in medicine and martial arts, he didn’t touch anything related to medicine at all. 

Every day, apart from looking for little Shayi to compete in martial arts, was all kinds of paralysis. 

And after learning that, Wu Xuan was highly skilled in martial arts. 

He then shifted his goal. 

After gaining Lin Mo’s consent, he began to pester Wu Xuan to compete in martial arts. 

He had to admit that although his martial arts attainments were not high, he was really resistant to 

beatings. 

But he was really resistant to beatings. 

Every time he was beaten up by Wu Xuan, he was dragged back like a dead dog. 

The next day, he was alive and well again. 

When he saw Lin Mo who had gone out, Qing Changlou immediately spoke up. 

“Mr. Lin, if you want me to say so, people from the Medical Alliance have already sent over the 

certificate. 

You can just accept it, why bother.” 

Waving his hand, Lin Mo explained briefly. 

“If you do this, some people will gossip. 

Although it’s irrelevant, it’s ultimately a bit of a drumbeat.” 

“Just let others talk, look at us, aren’t we all like this? 

As soon as the clan’s recommendation letter came out, they politely sent up their qualifications.” 

Rolling his eyes. 

Lin Mo didn’t even want to care about him. 

Let’s not even talk about the other hidden sects, just talk about the Hundred Gra*s Valley behind this 

Qing Chang Lou. 



It said Hundred Gra*s Valley, but a third of the main alchemy medicines in the whole of China were 

supplied by Hundred Gra*s Valley. 

Who dares to say a word against them. 

The resources are directly choked off to you. 

Say hello and the entire elixir community will directly block you from talking much! 

Who would dare to chew on such an existence, who would dare to gossip. 

But he, Lin Mo, was different. 

Behind him, the Southern Realm King backed up …… 

And then, no more. 

The most underdeveloped place in the whole of China. 

Who would care? 

Say what you want, without the slightest scruple. 

“Forget it, I can’t understand with you, I’m going out first. 

By the way, you’re so free, why don’t you go to the hall and work as a temporary sitting doctor. 

At the very least, you can add some practical knowledge. 

Nowadays, many people are coming here, and Hui Chun Hall is a bit too busy.” 

After saying that, Lin Mo walked out of the courtyard. 

In the end, Qing Changlou simply ignored Lin Mo’s opinion. 

He walked straight towards the house where Wu Xuan was. 

Only just halfway there, he stopped in his tracks and turned around to look for the little sama. 

This old Wu was too ruthless, it was better for the little monk to be gentle. 

The conversation was divided into two ends. 

The a*sociation of Physicians under the name of the Chinese Medical Union. 

As a place where physicians specialise in certification. 

He was originally high up in the hierarchy, enjoying the nodding and humbling praise of the examiners. 

Drinking tea every day and monitoring the examination room. 

Not too pretty! 

But these days the situation has taken a huge turn for the worse. 

As more and more delegates from the competition arrived in the capital. 



Those sons and daughters of the Hidden Sect who were not certified to practise medicine came to the 

door in droves. 

Of course they didn’t come to take the test, but to get their certificates. 

That’s right the kind, the referral letter, slapped on the table. 

“My so-and-so clan, disciples of the competition, need a practising medicine qualification card.” 

And then these invigilators, who were originally high and mighty. 

Then they have to receive them obediently and have to get the appropriate certificate ready for them. 

The reason for this phenomenon. 

On the one hand, it is because of the terrifying power behind these people. 

On the other hand, the Medical Union had already given a deadly order. 

All those who come to the first door of the Hidden Sect will be given certificates directly. 

Chapter 2047 

For these representatives of the Hidden Sects’ participation. 

There was nothing anyone in the Physicians’ Union could do. 

Do people have the strength to get that certificate? 

Yes. 

Do they have the time to take the exam? 

No. 

Then why are you still moping about? 

As the competition is approaching. 

There are already a lot of people taking the examinations. 

In addition, there were also this group of representatives from the Hidden Sect who had intervened in 

the competition. 

Duan Jiuchun was very busy these two days. 

Originally gentle and elegant, after these few days of overtime busyness, he had also become 

abnormally irritable. 

Sitting on his end in front of his desk. 

At this moment, the doorbell happened to be rung. 

Without looking up, he simply said ‘come in’ impatiently, without pausing for a moment in the work at 

hand. 



He waited until the footsteps approached. 

Only then did Duan Jiuchun raise his head. 

“Xiao Zhen, why are you here if you’re not sitting at Hui Chun Hall? 

I’m busy, so I’ll talk about it in a few days.” 

As soon as he heard his own elder uncle’s words, Duan Zhen spoke anxiously. 

“Don’t, uncle. I also have something important to tell you. 

If it’s a few days later, it will be too late.” 

Only then did Duan Jiuchun stop what he was doing. 

With a little impatience, he asked. 

“What’s wrong, what’s so important, grab it and tell me. 

I still have a lot of work to take care of.” 

After nodding, Duan Zhen then fabricated the subterfuge to smear Lin Mo. 

“Eldest uncle also knows ha, isn’t this Doctor Saint Competition about to start? 

There are some people who take the opportunity to pose as representatives of the competition. 

There’s nothing real, but they’re cheating around.” 

I knew that eldest uncle was a serious, old-fashioned person. 

He was particularly disgusted by those barefooted journeymen. 

As soon as he said this, Duan Jiuchun’s brow furrowed. 

And he, Duan Zhen, also took the opportunity to add fuel to the fire. 

“I’ve met one person before, I think his name is something like Lin Mo. 

This person not only posed as a divine doctor saying that he was some kind of representative of the 

competition. 

He even wanted to entrap a copy and use it to take the exam for the medical practice qualification. 

You must be careful, Uncle. 

Otherwise, if he cheats and manages to pa*s the exam, then the Physicians’ a*sociation will lose face.” 

After hearing Duan Zhen’s words, Duan Jiuchun immediately slapped the table in anger. 

“There is still someone who doesn’t know shame like that.” 

Seeing that his plan had succeeded, Duan Zhen was overjoyed. 

“Eldest uncle, I’ve come to remind you of this matter. 



You go ahead and get busy, there are still things to do at Hui Chun Hall, so I’ll go back first.” 

As it happened, when he walked out of the a*sociation. 

He ran right into Lin Mo who had come to take the test. 

“Yo, Mr. Lin, what a coincidence. 

You’ve come to take the exam too, hahaha. 

Take care to pa*s it successfully haha. Hahahaha.” 

After saying this, Duan Zhen couldn’t help but laugh in excitement. 

It’s all because of you that I’ve lost face in front of Miss Bai. 

It’s all because of you that I was scolded by the Old Divine Doctor of Hui Chun Hall. 

Now you still want to get a medical license, you want to eat sh*t. 

With that, he left in a smug manner. 

“This man, isn’t there some kind of major illness?” 

After mumbling a little. 

Lin Mo didn’t pay much attention to Duan Zhen’s unusual performance. 

Turning around, he walked into the Physicians’ a*sociation. 

“Hello, I’m here to take the practicing medicine qualification exam.” 

With that, he handed out his identity card. 

When the registration officer took it, he took a look at the other party’s name. 

Instantly, his pupils shrank. 

One second, Deputy Invigilator Duan had told himself to pay attention to a reference person named Lin 

Mo. 

This next second, he was here? 

Could it be that this Duan Supervisor, still had the ability to foretell things. 

“Hello, please wait for a moment.” 

After saying that, the registrar ran towards Duan Jiuchun’s office. 

“Invigilator Duan, you really are a god. 

The Lin Mo you mentioned is really here.” 

Hmm? 

Hadn’t he just informed down himself? 



He had come so quickly. 

How arrogant! 

“Good, come good! 

Arrange for him to take the exam.” 

Said Duan Jiuchun, standing up with a serious face. 

Chapter 2048 

Tianjing Street in the ancient city. 

The turquoise lake is rippling with water, surrounded by weeping willows that caress the shade, their 

slender branches swaying slightly with the fresh breeze. 

In the pavilion beside the lake, an old man is leisurely handling the finest purple sand tea set in front of 

him. 

Although the old man’s head is already full of white, his appearance is radiant. 

Sitting quietly, he is not angry. 

“This manor has not been visited by outsiders for a long time, so it lacks a bit of popularity. 

Come and taste the twelve thunderbolts before the lightning.” 

The words are lonely, but there is more of a sense of spontaneity in his tone. 

After pouring seven portions, the old man pushed the teapot to the middle-aged man opposite. 

“These days, I am the only person who can make Old Master Bai pour tea.” 

With a self-satisfied smile, the man then lifted the cup of tea. 

In his heart, he knew that there were only a few people in the capital who could make Master Bai 

personally receive them. 

There were only a few within the capital. 

“Oooh, not bad. 

The fragrance of this tea is so refreshing, the taste is so elegant and the aftertaste is so sweet, it is 

indeed a rare and good tea. 

Of course, the most important thing is that Old Man Bai, this is a wonderful technique. 

This is a mastery of the tea ceremony that can be described as transforming corruption into magic.” 

After all the flattery, Bai Lao’s face did not change much, he just said calmly. 

“You know how to come back after all these years. 

But your character hasn’t changed, you’re still as poor-mouthed as ever.” 



“Yes, it’s been so many years, I remember the last time I had tea with you, old man. 

It was more than ten years ago.” 

Although he said it with a smile, there were a few more vicissitudes in his tone. 

Looking at the young man in front of him, who was so vigorous and youthful. 

Now that his hair was turning grey, Elder Bai’s original seriousness was a little more moved. 

“It’s been twenty-three years.” 

“Has it been that long? Time flies like an arrow.” 

The man said no more words and looked down at the cup of tea in front of him quietly. 

The god seemed to be emotional, but also seemed to be sad. 

After a long time, the silence was broken with a light cough. 

Seeing Old Man Bai flicking his chest, the man frowned slightly. 

“Old man, has this chest congestion not been cured yet?” 

It had been more than twenty years since the day he left the capital, but he had not expected that Old 

Man Bai’s illness had not yet been cured. 

Shaking his head, Old Master Bai was also full of helplessness. 

“Eh, it’s been so many years since the root of the disease, how can it be so easy to be cured. 

Even those few old immortals in the capital city shook their heads straight after seeing this illness of 

mine. 

Hmph, a bunch of quack doctors!” 

At the end of his speech, the old man’s face gradually showed his displeasure. 

On the opposite side, the man only laughed bitterly after hearing this. 

Perhaps the only person who dared to compile those few titanic figures of Chinese medicine like that 

was the old master Bai in front of him. 

“Why don’t you get the Old Gods to take a look at you?” 

The Old Immortal, formerly known as Sai Hua Tuo, was the number one divine doctor in China. 

He had the ability to revive the dead with a wonderful hand. 

Therefore, people in the jianghu respected him as the Old Immortal. 

This was what the middle-aged man was puzzled about, for by all rights, if it was the Old God who had 

done it. 



If the Old Immortal had done the work, wouldn’t it have been a simple matter to cure Master Bai’s chest 

congestion? 

Yet the mention of the Old Gods made Old Man Bai even more angry. 

“That old codger has left the capital for who knows how many years. 

Not to mention whether we can invite him back to the capital, now it’s impossible to find him in person. 

If it weren’t for him sending me some pills back every year to calm my condition. 

Hmph, stubborn and stubborn.” 

Even though he had already taken the medicine, Elder Bai’s chest rubbing movements still did not stop. 

Even with a soft hum, the air around him seemed to chill a few degrees. 

It was obvious that this was really P*ssed off. 

“You, this temper hasn’t changed at all. 

Still as stubborn and impulsive as ever!” 

After laughing bitterly, the man silently poured tea for Old Man Bai. 

“Why talk about me, an old man. 

How can you not be?” 

At these words, both sides tacitly thought of something. 

The scene gradually got heavier. 

“As an elder, let me advise you to put it down if you can. 

Those people are not something you can shake.” 

At this point in his speech, Elder Bai stopped speaking. 

Holding his cup of tea, he looked at the lake with a serious face. 

There were some words that didn’t need to be said, those who should understand them all understood. 

“There are some things that I have to do. 

Every time I think of the way my child’s mother looked before she died, I would wake up in the middle of 

the night. 

Bing’er has grown up, and as a father, I have to do something for her and her mother.” 

At the end of the sentence, the man’s words were choked with emotion. 

Looking at the other man’s vicissitudes and despondent look, Elder Bai frowned slightly. 

“If you’re tired of living, I can’t advise you much. 



You should take care of yourself.” 

Chapter 2049 

Crossing the compound, the figure hurried to the gazebo. 

“Master, Miss Ruo Rong has arrived.” 

Hearing his first granddaughter come to the door, Elder Bai gently put down his cup of tea. 

“Well, let her wait in the living room.” 

At the opposite side of the time, the man had planned to leave, and when he heard the butler’s words, 

he stood up. 

“Well, looking at the sky it seems that it is going to rain. 

Then I will go and visit my master first. 

Old master, let’s get together next time.” 

“It’s good, it’s good, your master has also worried a lot for you over the years. 

If it were not for him from ……….” 

“That’s just it, that’s just it, there’s no use talking about this matter anymore.” 

With that, Bai Lao waved his palm. 

And naturally, the man knew what the other man meant between his words. 

Clasping his hands in a fist, he bowed and saluted. 

“Then I will take my leave, stay.” 

After all, he was the junior that he had thought most highly of back then. 

Seeing the man leave, Old Man Bai still couldn’t help but say. 

“If you are desperate in the future, come to my manor and I will protect your life.” 

Upon hearing these words, the man paused in his steps. 

“Don’t worry old man, I won’t be polite. 

When the time comes, I’ll be on my back even if I crawl to your side. 

Besides, although the tea is good, it’s missing a hint of potency. 

Next time, I’ll find you for a drink haha.” 

After speaking, he smacked his lips and turned around in style, striding forward. 

By the time he stepped out of the pavilion, a light rain was falling. 

The water mist gradually rose, obscuring the vicissitudes of the back, but the uprightness of the figure. 



It was only then that a faint smile appeared on his serious face. 

On the other side, he waited until the butler, Uncle Shou, informed him. 

Bai Ruorong stood up and straightened her dressing gown before following Uncle Shou towards the 

backyard. 

“Grandpa!” 

Nodding his head, Bai Lao said indifferently. 

“Have a seat! 

Uncle Shou, go and prepare the dessert that integral RongRong likes to eat.” 

“Yes, Master!” 

Before Uncle Shou could turn around, Bai Ruorong hurriedly said. 

“No need for that, grandpa.” 

“We’re all family members, no need to be so polite and formal.” 

Once these words were spoken, Bai Rurong nodded obediently, not daring to say too much. 

On the side, Uncle Shou had already left and went ahead to prepare. 

When Elder Bai picked up the teapot again, his gaze glanced across the table. 

His eyes suddenly narrowed, and his sharp eyes were like the tips of needles, piercing his 

granddaughter’s cheeks. 

This behaviour caused Bai Ruorong to shudder. 

“What’s wrong, Grandpa?” 

Knowing that he had lost his temper, Elder Bai then regained his composure. 

“You’ve been cured of your persistent illness?” 

Although he couldn’t believe it, looking at his qi, the deficient and withered qi caused by the stubborn 

disease had dissipated. 

Seeing his granddaughter nod, Old Man Bai probed his hand and stepped forward. 

He had been a doctor for a long time. 

Although he was not proficient, he knew a little bit about the art of pulse checking. 

He felt the strong pulse coming from his granddaughter’s wrist. 

He nodded his head in relief. 

“Good, it is indeed healed. 



Have these quacks in the capital improved their medical skills? Even this stubborn disease of yours can 

be cured.” 

“No, Grandpa. That man is not from our capital …………..” 

He briefly recounted the story of Lin Mo’s treatment process. 

Old man Bai was also nodding uncontrollably. 

With such medical skills at such a young age, it seemed that there was another dark horse in the Medical 

Saint Competition this time. 

“Grandpa, haven’t you always felt tightness in your chest? 

Since all those famous doctors in the capital are at their wits’ end. 

Why don’t you let Lin Mo come over and give you a look.” 

The shortage of breath had now been cured. 

Therefore, Bai Ruorong thought of her grandfather, who also suffered from chest congestion, at first. 

This was also the main purpose of her visit this time. 

After some thought, Bai Lao then nodded in agreement. 

Although he had been using medicine to suppress his condition all these years, as he grew older, his 

illness was becoming more and more serious. 

But as he continued to grow older, if the root of this disease was not removed, it would sooner or later 

be a major problem. 

Since he could cure his granddaughter’s terminal illness, he must have had a few good skills. 

Fortunately, there was no harm in letting that boy, surnamed Lin, come and give it a try. 

“Uncle Shou, go and invite this Lin Mo here. 

Tell him I want to invite him over for a cup of tea.” 

Chapter 2050 

The examination for the medical qualification is in fact no different from doing an examination paper. 

It is just a pharmacological analysis on top of the paper. 

It is also about giving your own ideas on how to treat the cases listed and how to use the medicine. 

To Lin Mo, this kind of exam was completely easy to follow and the difficulty was almost zero. 

“Supervisor Duan, these are all graded papers. 

You review this, if there are no problems, the grades will be sent out.” 

After saying that, the a*sistant put dozens of examination papers in front of Duan Jiuchun. 



“This one, abolished.” 

After going through them one by one, Duan Jiuchun directly drew out an examination paper. 

Upon looking at the examiner’s name, it was none other than Lin Mo. 

On the other side, due to the on-the-spot grading. 

The reference person simply waited in the hall. 

“It’s out, it’s out.” 

With a shout of surprise, everyone’s results were displayed together on the led screen in the hall. 

“Hahahaha, eighty-seven, that’s enough is enough.” 

The paper was on a percentage system, and eighty points would be considered a pa*sing mark. 

As long as they pa*sed this mark, then they would be able to receive their medical practice certificate. 

Some people were happy, others were sad. 

Those who didn’t pa*s the exam were downhearted. 

This kind of exam is only given to each person once a year. 

If they couldn’t pa*s this time, they would have to wait until next year. 

“Eh, it’s just that close.” 

After checking a round. 

Lin Mo was baffled, not to mention the results. 

The point was, his name was nowhere to be found on it. 

“Hello, may I ask why my name can’t be found on here.” 

After saying this, Lin Mo pointed at the display. 

The staff member first looked up, and then impatiently took out Lin Mo’s examination paper. 

On it, there was a red stamp of ‘cheating’ right in the middle. 

Faced with such a situation, Lin Mo’s first reaction was that someone was trying to mess with him. 

Considering that a full mark was too high-profile, he had even deliberately made a few mistakes. 

Now surprisingly, he was still being targeted. 

“Can you help check, there might be some kind of misunderstanding here.” 

Just then, within a side aisle, a voice suddenly came out. 

“No misunderstanding, as a man who just did not dare to behave?” 

With a harsh and caustic voice coming from Duan Jiuchun, he walked out. 



“For this bad act of cheating on your part. 

Physicians a*sociation, you will be given a five-year ban from taking the examination.” 

At these words, the whole room was in an uproar, and there was a lot of discussion. 

“Che, I didn’t think that there would be anyone who would dare to cheat in this qualification 

examination.” 

“What a disgrace to those of us who practice medicine.” 

“A man has to be honest and open, just try harder next time if you can’t pa*s. 

It’s a disgrace to behave like a villain.” 

Perhaps they had found solace, especially those who had not pa*sed the exam, and they were 

particularly mean at the moment. 

The commotion naturally drew the attention of the others as well. 

Inside the chief examiner’s office, Qing Chang, who was handling the documents, heard such a noise 

outside. 

He couldn’t help but frown. 

“What’s going on in the hall, why is it so noisy.” 

The a*sistant at the side, replied. 

“It seems that an examiner named Lin Mo cheated and was caught by Deputy Invigilator Duan.” 

Hmm? 

Lin Mo? How was this name a bit familiar. 

After thinking back a bit, Qing Chang hurriedly stood up. 

Wasn’t this person the person that the Pill Alliance elders had dispatched themselves to deliver the 

practicing medicine qualification certificate a few days ago? 

The Little Returning Pill, the founder of the Reclamation Pill. 

How could such a person possibly cheat. 

What nonsense! 

Stopping what he was doing, Qing Chang hurriedly walked out of the office. 

Looking at the noisy environment. 

Qing Chang instantly blackened his face. 

He couldn’t even pa*s a simple qualification exam, and he had the face to chatter about it here. 

“Shut up, all of you. 



Who allowed you to make such a noise at the examination site.” 

As soon as they saw that the person coming was none other than the examiner, the crowd immediately 

shut their mouths. 

And the scene was instantly quiet. 

 


